
There is always a path and a Master (Guide): 

 

If you have no Master, then life is your Master. There is a common path for all the 

creatures and it is Life itself. We share that with any living creature. 

In other words veils are like distance to travel on a road. Whoever does not have a Master 

(Though I prefer the word "guide") is a walking traveler. S/he will eventually get where 

the vehicles are going because the road is everybody's guide. The risk of being thirsty, 

sick, lost, attacked, abused are much higher. That led some Masters to say, " If you don't 

have a Master, Satan is your Master". Expressions that may appear to be shocking but 

when you think about it, Satan (or the Ego) can use thousands of deceitful tricks to slow 

down the lonely traveler by showing him/her the beautiful things on the way. It may even 

ask him/her to stop for a while and take a rest because there is nothing to rush for. At 

another stage it will/may suggest an alternate road or tell the traveler that the aim is not 

worth the long walk; it may then plea for him/her to turn back. 

  

On the other hand, the traveler who embarks in a vehicle for the same direction does not 

have any control other the speed, the stopover and connections (assuming he takes a 

direct haul). Only the driver who is well acquainted with the road and its ups and downs, 

who is unlikely to be distracted because s/he has seen it all is in charge. S/he can even 

show the scenery to the passengers and stop where there is a good reason for and yet will 

still not lose focus on the destination s/he has committed to drive the passengers to. 

All that is requested from the traveler is to sit tight and put on his/her seat belt. S/he may 

request (Thanks to the Ego) to be dropped before the destination though. In any case the 

challenges are different and more limited in regards to the ego's actions. 

  

From the above, one could conclude that there is always a Master (driver) and a path 

(Vehicle + itinerary); the way (life, temptations, and blessings) is the same and the 

destination (Nirvana, paradise, contemplation, realization, sanctity, subsistence in God...) 

is the same. 
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